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evolutionary context. We are, in short, fooled by an nqJ!lNtii 
response to our own babies, and we transfer our reamomlb• 
the same set of features in other animals. 

Many animals, for reasons having nothing to do "-mlltlr. 
inspiration of affection in humans, possess some fe�, 
also shared by human babies but not by human a<hdlu
large eyes and a bulging forehead with retreating chinu111 
particular. We are drawn to them, we cultivate themaifll!li 
we stop and admire them in the wild-while we reject nllmr. 
small-eyed, long-snouted relatives who might make mum: 
affectionate companions or objects of admiration. uc111111 
points out that the German names of many animab wnH1 
features mimicking human babies end in the dimimi111t 
suffix chen, even though the animals are often larger rllwt1 
close relatives without such features-Rotkehlchen (rooml) 
Eichhornchen (squirrel), and Kaninchen (rabbit), for eumyllt: 

In a fascinating section, Lorenz then enlarges upooillllt 
capacity for biologically inappropriate response 10 odl� 
animals, or even to inanimate objects that mimic h111na111 
features. "The most amazing objects can acquire remwi, 
able, highly specific emotional values by 'experienlQll ,11� 

tachment' of human properties .... Steeply rising, !iOl1lll' 

what overhanging cliff faces or dark storm-clouds pil�llll1 
have the same, immediate display value as a human h¢inii: 
who is standing at full height and leaning slightly fof"-.ci&' 
-that is, threatening.

We cannot help regarding a camel as aloof and unfmHI·
because it mimics, quite unwittingly and for other reawn11. 
the "gesture of haughty rejection" common to so mwm 
human cultures. In this gesture, we raise our heads, pb.utif 
our nose above our eyes. We then half-dos� our eyeu1di 
blow out through our nose-the "harumph" of the s1m,1, 
typed upperclass Englishman or his well-trained sen.nu 
"All this," Lorenz argues quite cogently, "symbolizesmu1n
ance against all sensory modalities emanating from 11K11b.,
dained counterpart." But the poor camel cannot help CD',-· 

ing its nose above its elongate eyes, with mouth dnW111 
down. As Lorenz reminds us, if you wish to know wooliiar 
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• ---Humans feel affection for animals withju�enile features: large eyes, bulging craniums, retreating chins (left column). Small-eyed, long-snouted animals (right column) do not elicit the same response. From Studies in Animal and Human Behavior,ml. 11, by Konrad Lorenz, 1971. Methuen&: Co. Ltd.






